LAMP Uplifts Migrant Children’s Learning Outcomes and Enrollment in Schools

Across India each year, millions of migrant children drop out of school or never enter school at all. Girls are at a much higher risk to do so due to safety concerns and cultural factors. Our Learning and Migration Program (LAMP) strives to universalize access to education for these children through impactful projects such as “Pathways of Light: A LAMP Approach to Secondary School Success,” which placed a special emphasis on girls. As per the latest evaluation of our Pathways of Light project in Gujarat and Odisha (from 2014-2019), children in grades 7 and 8 scored on average, twice as high in mathematics and 1.6 times as high in English, in addition to remaining and enrolling in schools at significantly increased rates. Read more.

Donate to Our Light A LAMP Campaign

Empower 2,000 underprivileged children with quality education, resources and care they need to thrive.

AIF Clinton Fellowship 2020 Applications Now Open

Applications for our Clinton Fellowship for Service in India are now open. This immersive, interdisciplinary 10-month program places young professionals in service with impactful development organizations across India. Spread the word or apply now to become a Clinton Fellow. Learn more.
Dallas Benefit Celebrates MANSI and Launches Texas Board

Last month, our second annual Dallas Fall Benefit celebrated AIF’s Maternal and Newborn Survival Initiative (MANSI) and launched our Texas Board, which represents another key milestone in our mission to engage, educate, and mobilize the Indian diaspora and those dedicated to India’s development. Sumitra Mahato, an inspirational community health worker in the MANSI program, was honored for her incredible service. Read more.

Kudumbashree and AIF Partner to Transform Flood Victims’ Lives

Geetha Parameshawaran rebuilt a successful catering business, Vinayak Mother Kitchen, after it collapsed due to devastating floods in Kerala last year with support from AIF’s Market Aligned Skills Training (MAST) program and Kudumbashree Kitchen, a food catering service which collects food from catering units and delivers it through online retail apps. The Kudumbashree project, in partnership with AIF, empowers 100 women with livelihood opportunities and provides them with entrepreneurship and skills training. Learn more.

Annual Golf Tournament Raises Over $105K

Thank you to all of our supporters for making our Annual Golf Tournament on October 21st at Bayonne Golf Club a huge success! You helped us raise over $105,000 to change the lives of underprivileged children, women and families across India.

Support Our Work

Help transform the lives of millions of people in India by giving a little.

The American India Foundation holds the top ratings from Charity Navigator and GuideStar. These ratings verify that we have been, and will continue to be, a transparent, accountable and efficient steward of your trust and support.